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The transport properties of single asymmetric nanopores in polyetheylene terephthalate~PET! are
examined. The pores were produced by a track etching technique based on the irradiation of the foils
by swift heavy ions and subsequent chemical etching. Electrical conductivity measurements show
that the nanopores in PET are cation selective and rectify the current with the preferential direction
of cation flow from the narrow entrance toward the wide opening of the pore. Moreover, the pore
transports potassium ions against the concentration gradient if stimulated by external field
fluctuations. We show that the rectifying and pumping effects are based on the ratchet mechanism.
© 2004 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The words of Richard Feynman, ‘‘There is plenty of roo
at the bottom,’’1 suggest that when the dimensions of obje
approach the nanometer scale we might observe new p
erties occurring due to the restricted geometry.2 Physicists
are well prepared to explore the nanoworld and to foll
Feynman’s suggestion to look for the laws governing it.
the 1940s transmission electron microscopy enabled
searchers to obtain a resolution of 1 nm. The scanning
neling microscope and atomic force microscope led to
possibility of seeing single atoms. There are techniques
producing nanostructures such as nanowires, nanotubes~see,
for example, Refs. 3–8!, and quantum dots.9,10

The biggest challenge at present is to create devices b
on nanostructures~see, for example, Ref. 11!. At the same
time, scientists have begun to look at the various nano
chines in living organisms. As an example consider a c
with nanometer sized ion channels embedded in the
membrane. The channels are the principal nanodevices
diating the communication of a cell with other cells via io
transport,12–14 and enable the functioning of a living organ
ism. There is a great variety of ion channels that fulfill va
ous tasks. For example, there are channels that functio
diodes for an ionic current—they have a preferential dir
tion of ion flow and block almost completely ions moving
the other direction.12 The channels called ion pumps are ab
to transfer ions against their concentration gradient at
expense of energy coming from the hydrolysis of ATP15

Many channels are highly selective for particular ions a
can be controlled by an applied electric field, a molec
bound to the membrane, or applied mechanical stress.12

Another fascinating property of ion channels is the fluc
ating ion current signal for a constant voltage across
membrane~see, for example, Refs. 16 and 17!. The current
usually switches between just two values: zero, represen
a closed state of the channel, and a nonzero one, whic
called an open state of the channel. The pattern of switch
between these states is different for various channels.
voltage-gated channels it depends on the external voltag17

Although the structure of some channels is known,18–20there
are still many aspects of ion transport that are not yet w
567 Am. J. Phys.72 ~5!, May 2004 http://aapt.org/ajp
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understood. The phenomenon of ion current fluctuation
one of the unsolved puzzles~see however, Ref. 21!. There
also are open questions regarding ion current rectifica
and pumping.

It has been shown that a protein nanopore~for example,
the a-hemolysin channel! can function as a biosensor fo
biomolecules, for example, DNA.22 The sensing procedure i
based on directing the biomolecule to the pore by mean
an electric field. When passing through the pore, a biom
ecule brings about its temporary blockage, which is obser
as a change in the ion current signal. The ion current chan
depend on the structure and chemistry of the biomolec
~for example, the DNA sequence!,22 which is the basis of its
detection. Because many biomolecules are charged, this
tection method can potentially be very widely applied a
does not require any chemical pretreatment of the molecu
which is a big advantage over other detection techniques

To design biosensors and learn about ion transpor
nanochannels, it would be very helpful to have a synthe
robust system that is much easier to understand and desc
It would also allow us to perform experimental studies n
applicable to biochannels due to their fragile nature. Fi
however, we have to determine whether synthetic pores
function as analogs of biochannels. In other words, if
could prepare pores in a synthetic film of dimensions sim
to these of biochannels, would it be possible to observe s
lar transport properties, for example, ion current fluctuatio
rectification, and pumping?

Earlier studies performed by the groups of Lev, Pastern
and Korchev~see, for example, Refs. 23 and 24!, together
with our recent experimental results,21,25,26 indicate that the
answers to these questions can be positive. The time s
recorded for the biological and synthetic channels w
found very similar. The ion current through the chann
fluctuates between discrete levels, and it is very difficult
differentiate between the signals, both the original time
ries, and their power spectra.21

The rectification of ion currents also has been dem
strated for synthetic pores. Our recent experimental res
show that an asymmetric, conically shaped nanopore in p
567© 2004 American Association of Physics Teachers
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ethylene terephthalate~PET! and polyimide is cation selec
tive and rectifies the cation flow from the narrow entran
toward the wide opening of the pore.25–27

However, we can ask further questions. Would it be p
sible to construct a synthetic nanopore such that when
stimulated by external electric field fluctuations, it is able
transport ions against their concentration gradient, an ef
observed for biopumps? We expected that such a sys
would possess an internal preferential direction of ion fl
and be able to counteract the diffusion flow. Therefore
conically shaped nanopore seemed to be a good sta
point for an ion pump. Our predictions were further streng
ened by the discussion in Ref. 28 of the decisive role
asymmetry in the functioning of rectifying nanodevices.28 An
asymmetric semiconductor quantum dot and an asymm
biological channel rectify the current: both devices posse
preferential direction for the current flow—the first devi
for the electron flow and the other one for ions.28 Moreover,
a micrometer sized synthetic realization of asymmetric ch
nels has been accomplished recently: fabricated asymm
micropores were shown to rectify the transport of negativ
charged latex microbeads.29

All these devices work on the ratchet principle~see, for
example, Refs. 30–32!, which uses the asymmetry~spatial or
temporal! of the potential in which the particle moves. Th
ratchet potential is usually visualized as an asymmetric s
tooth ~or a series of saw-teeth! like the one shown in Fig.
4~b!. It represents the distribution of, for example, the ele
tric, chemical potential, or temperature. It has been sho
that nonequilibrium fluctuations can bias the Brownian m
tion of particles in the asymmetric potential without macr
scopic forces~for example, thermal gradients, macroscop
electric field!. We also know that the ratchet principle ca
explain the mechanism by which biological pumps~AT-
Pases! function.33

These results and the idea that asymmetric nanochan
might offer a possibility of performing both rectification an
pumping of ions on a nanoscale motivated us to fabric
them.

The preparation of the asymmetric nanopores by a tra
etching technique is described briefly in Sec. II. Sections
and IV discuss the transport properties of the nanopores.
single pore current–voltage characteristics were meas
and rectification together with the pumping effect was de
onstrated. We show that the electric potential inside a con
pore has the shape of an asymmetric tooth, and the
transports ions according to a ratchet mechanism. The ca
lation of the motion of an ion in the asymmetric potent
inside a conical pore confirmed the existence of the pre
ential direction of cation flow~see Sec. V!. In Sec. VI we
describe the ion current by the Smoluchowski equation.

II. A UNIQUE TOOL TO STRUCTURE MATERIALS
ON A NANOMETER SCALE

To follow the properties of ion transport in nanochanne
the best system to study is a membrane with only one n
opore. We thus avoid the averaging effects coming from
ion flow through many pores as well as the problem of se
rating one pore out of many. We looked for a technique t
makes it possible to obtain a membrane with a given num
of pores. The unique tool to do this is the track etchi
technique.34,35This nanofabrication technique is based on
irradiation of dielectric foils with energetic heavy ions b
568 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2004
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tween 1 and 1012 ions per square cm. The zone of the da
aged material along the straight ion paths~commonly named
latent tracks! is several nanometers in diameter and is ch
acterized by an extremely high length/width ratio of 104. The
irradiated foils are therefore an excellent starting point
producing membranes with very small pores. The dama
track zone is selectively removed by chemical etching, le
ing the pristine material almost intact. The number of po
is determined by the number of incident ions.36

By a proper choice of etchant, temperature, and etch ti
the diameter of the resulting pores can be adjusted to
between 10mm and 10 nm. The etching conditions also d
termine the shape of the pores. To obtain a conical shape
foil is placed between two chambers of a conductivity c
and etched from one side@Fig. 1~a!#. The other chamber is
filled with a stopping medium that neutralizes the etchan25

For example, if NaOH is used as an etchant, the stopp
medium is acidic. The etching is controlled by monitorin
the current@Fig. 1~b!#. Because the tracks left in material b
energetic heavy ions are not permeable to ions, the curre
the beginning of the etching process is zero. When the p
is etched through, the current increases gradually, show
unambiguously the opening of the pore as well as reflec
the increase of the pore diameter. To obtain nanopores,
etching has to be stopped shortly after the break through.
our studies we used commercially available polyethyle
terephthalate~PET! foils that are 12mm thick.37 It is known
that the cleavage of polymeric chains during irradiation a
etching produces carboxylate groups. The degree of carb
late groups deprotonation, and therefore the pore sur
charge, is regulated by the electrolytepH. At neutralpH, the
carboxylate groups are dissociated and the pore is negat
charged. Lowering thepH value results in protonation of th
groups and diminishing the surface charge. There is a va
of pH, characteristic for a given surface and molecules~for
example, proteins!, called an isoelectric point, for which th
net surface charge is zero. The isoelectric point for the etc
PET is;3.8. The issue of surface charge is very importa
because when ions pass through a narrow pore, they inte
with charges on the pore wall, influencing the pore transp
properties.

III. AN ASYMMETRIC PORE RECTIFIES THE ION
CURRENT

After washing in distilled water the pore is ready for fu
ther measurements. We begin with determination of
current–voltage (I –V) characteristics. This measurement
done by applying a ramp, triangular, or sine wave volta
and simultaneously recording the ion current. The import

Fig. 1. ~a! Conductivity cell used to prepare the single conical pores, and~b!
an example of an etching curve.
568Z. Siwy and A. Fulin´ski
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factor is the sign of the applied potential difference~Fig. 2!.
We have found that the conical pores for neutral and ba
pH values for which their walls are negatively charged sh
distinctly nonlinearI –V curves. The nonlinearity become
more pronounced at higher voltages.25 The question we had
to answer at the very beginning is which ions contribute
the recorded current, that is, whether the pore is cation
anion selective. Ion selectivity is usually expressed by
transference numbers of cations (t1) and anions (t2) within
the membrane. The sum of transference numbers is 1, ant1

and t2 indicate the percentage of the current signal carr
by cations and anions, respectively. The quantitiest1 andt2

can be determined in a conductivity cell in which the me
brane separates two electrolyte solutions of the same sal
of different concentrations. The resulting potential differen
for 1:1 salt is given by38

Em5~2.303RT/nF!~ t12t2!log~c1 /c2!, ~1!

whereF is the Faraday constant equal to 96 485 C/mol, a
n stands for charge of ions. For the PET membrane and
fold concentration gradient of KCl (c1 /c2510), Em

'50 mV, which givest1;0.9 ~and t2;0.1). That is, 90%
of the current signal is therefore due to potassium ions.

If we take into account the polarity of the applied voltag
we can establish the preferential direction of the cation fl
Surprisingly, we find that the potassium ion flow is higher
the direction from the narrow entrance toward the w
opening of the pore. It contradicts our intuition about a fu
nel, in which we always pour a liquid through the wide ope
ing.

We have checked the transport properties of the po
whose surface charge was neutralized by protons atpH 3.
Under those conditions the pore practically stopped rect
ing and obeyed Ohm’s law~Fig. 2!. This result suggests tha
the asymmetry of the pore may change the electrostatic
rier for ions entering the pore.

Measurements of theI –V characteristics let us estima
the size of the pores by using the relation between the po
resistance and its geometry, the lengthL and cross-sectionA:

R5
1

L

L

A
, ~2!

Fig. 2. The current–voltage characteristics for a single conical pore in
recorded at symmetric electrolyte conditions on both sides of the memb
at 0.1 M KCl and variouspH values. Note the sign convention for th
applied potential difference.
569 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2004
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whereL is the conductivity of the electrolyte. The value ofR
is found from the slope of theI –V curve. The measurement
have to be performed at high electrolyte concentrations
low pH values. For these conditions the conductivity of t
solution inside the pore approaches the value in the bulk.
relation~2! is valid only for systems for which the length o
the pores is much larger than their radiusr. In our experi-
ments the aspect ratio,L/r , always exceeds 100. When th
aspect ratio is small, the distortion of the current streamli
at the pore entrance has to be taken into account as an
tional resistance, known as an entry resistance. It has b
shown that the length of the pore has to be replaced in
~2! by the effective lengthLeff5L11.64r .39

For a conical geometry, Eq.~2! becomes more comple
due to the varying cross section~see Problem 1!, and the
final expression for the resistance of a conical pore is

R5
1

pL

L

r Lr 0
, ~3!

wherer L and r 0 denote the radii of the large and the sm
openings of the conical pore, respectively. Due to the la
aspect ratio of the pores, the entry resistance is a very s
percentage of the total resistance of the system, and we
not consider it further.

Problem 1:Derive Eq.~3! for the resistance of a conica
pore of lengthL and the radii of two the openings equal tor L

and r 0 , respectively. Estimate quantitatively and qualit
tively the change in the pore’s resistance with decreas
opening angle of the cone.

If we know the conductivity of the electrolyte, the radiu
of the large opening of the pore, the membrane’s thickne
and assume a perfect conical geometry, we can calculate
radius of the small pore opening. At present, we can succ
fully prepare membranes with an effective pore radius
approximately 1 nm.

We have also checked how the rectifying properties of
pores depend on the size of the small opening of the p
We have found that the diode-like current–voltage charac
istic results from the nanometer size of the pores. When
diameter of the small opening is larger than approximat
15 nm, the resistance of the pore satisfies a linearI –V rela-
tion.

IV. CAN THE IONS BE TRANSPORTED AGAINST A
CONCENTRATION GRADIENT?

As we have shown in Sec. III, one way to change theI –V
characteristic of a conical pore from a nonlinear form to
ohmic one is by neutralizing the surface charge. Another w
to make the pore stop rectifying could be based on coun
acting the preferential direction of cation current with a d
fusion flow.40 If the side of the membrane with the wide po
opening is in contact with an electrolyte solution of high
concentration, the diffusion flow opposes the observed int
sic preferential direction of the current~see Fig. 3!. We mea-
sured the ion current–voltage characteristics for various c
centration gradients and applied alternating voltage sign
of amplitudes in the range 0–0.8 V and zero mean. Figur
shows the applied voltage together with the ion curre
which was recorded for the concentration gradient
M/0.75 M KCl, and two amplitudes of the ac voltage sign
equal to 100 and 400 mV, respectively. A negative value
the current indicates that the direction of potassium ion fl

T
ne
569Z. Siwy and A. Fulin´ski
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the
is in the direction of the concentration gradient. We see t
a higher amplitude for the applied voltage oscillation
verses the direction of potassium flow. The ions are th
transported against the concentration gradient, and there
they are pumped. To quantify the pumping effect of the po
we can calculate an average current~average over the perio
of the ac signal!, which gives the net flow.

It is remarkable that the pumping of ions by means of
oscillating electric field in the absence of ATP has also b
observed for biological channels.41–45 Extensive theoretica
studies on the role of nonequilibrium fluctuations~‘‘noise’’ !
on the function of ion pumps has been performed.46–50

V. WHY DOES THE NANOPORE RECTIFY AND
PUMP THE IONS?

Before modeling the rectification and pumping observ
for conical pores, we point out the properties of the syst
that are crucial for these effects:~i! the conical shape of the
pore~on the basis of our previous experiments we know t
cylindrical pores do not rectify the ion current!, ~ii ! the na-
nometer size of the small opening, and~iii ! the surface
charge of the pores. If these three features are sufficien
explain the asymmetry of theI –V curves, it would imply
that our model predicts rectification properties of any narr
enough conical pore with charges.

Figure 4 shows our model: a conical pore with a homo
neous charge distribution on the walls onto which a pot
sium ion is placed. We start by considering the electrost
interactions of a potassium ion with the negative charges
the pore walls. We first recall how interactions between t
charges depend on the medium in which they are placed
vacuum, the Coulomb interaction energy between t
charges separated by a distancer is given by

U~r !5
1

4pe0

q1q2

r
. ~4!

Fig. 3. Signals of the applied ac voltage vs time for two amplitudes~a! 100
mV and ~b! 400 mV, together with ion current, measured simultaneou
The measurements were performed with the concentration gradient 0
KCl/0.75 M KCl as shown.
570 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2004
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When the interactions take place in a polarizable dielec
medium, the Coulomb interactions are reduced by a dim
sionless dielectric constante:

U~r !5
1

4pee0

q1q2

r
. ~5!

The screening in an electrolyte solution comes not only fr
water~e580!, but also from the presence of other ions in t
solution. This additional weakening of the interactions is d
scribed by the Debye potential:

U~r !5k8
q1q2

r
e2lr . ~6!

The parameterl measures the effectiveness of the screeni
Now, we are prepared to calculate the internal electric

tentialV(z) on the cone axisz @see Fig. 4~a! for an explana-
tion of the symbols#:

V~z!522prE
0

L

dz8h~z8!e2lR~z,z8!/R~z,z8!, ~7!

and write the equation of motion of an ion along thez axis
driven by an oscillating periodic forceA sin(Vt):

m
d2z

dt2
1g

dz

dt
5F~z!1A sin~Vt !, ~8!

where m is the ion mass,g the friction coefficient, and
F(z)52]V(z)/]z.

Problem 2:In our original paper40 we gave a formula for
F(z) @instead ofV(z)] for a two-dimensional ‘‘cone.’’~a!
Find the corresponding two-dimensional formulas forV(z)
andF(z). ~b! Explain how and why the two-dimensional an
three-dimensional expressions differ from each other.

Figure 4~b! shows the shape of the electrostatic poten
obtained from Eq.~7! for r 053 nm, r L5250 nm, 1/l540
nm, g/m51 s21, andr51 nm22. The potential has the shap
of an asymmetric sawtooth which implies more negative
tential close to the narrow entrance to the pore than at
wide pore opening. A qualitatively similar character forV(z)
has been obtained for a wide range of parameters~for ex-
ample, for smallerr 0 and largel, for which the asymmetry
becomes more pronounced!.

Now we can draw a qualitative picture of the rectificatio
and pumping model. If we apply a potential difference acro
the membrane~therefore an additional force on the ions!, we
obtain a tilting of the potential tooth in one or another dire

.
M

Fig. 4. ~a! Schematic axial cut through a channel. For the sake of clarity,
proportions differ from a real pore.~b! The profile of potentialV(z) inside
an asymmetric pore calculated from Eq.~7! for r 053 nm, r L5250 nm,
1/l540 nm, andg/m51 s21.
570Z. Siwy and A. Fulin´ski
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tion depending on the polarity. For one tilting direction~posi-
tive voltage in Figs. 2 and 5!, the force required to move th
ions through the pore is smaller than in the other direct
~negative voltage in Figs. 2 and 5! when the ions are
‘‘trapped’’ inside the pore.30 Even if the voltage applied
across the membrane fluctuates with a zero mean, a net
of ions is observed. When there is a concentration grad
across the membrane, the tooth is tilted additionally by
Nernst potential. Therefore, we have to apply a higher a
plitude external field to make the ions move against the c
centration gradient. This mechanism of producing
‘‘force-free’’ 31 net flow in the absence of macroscopic forc
is called the ratchet mechanism with a fluctuating force o
rocking ratchet.30

Figure 6 shows examples of trajectories of ions pass
through the conical pore, starting from two entrances of
cone for the same parameters as in Fig. 4~b!. These results
confirm the preferential movement of ions in the directi
toward the wide opening of the pore. In Ref. 40 we obtain
very similar results for another set of parameters:r 0

51 nm, different phases of the oscillating field instead
different initial velocities~equivalent to low values ofv0),
1/l5300 nm,g/m50.005 s21, and the potentialV(z) calcu-
lated from the charges distributed along the walls of a tw
dimensional cone. This agreement suggests that the m

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the principles that describe how a
cal pore rectifies the ion current. The asymmetric conical pore has an i
nal potential in a form of an asymmetric tooth. Changing the polarity of
external potential difference changes the height of the potential barrier.
potential is ‘‘rocked’’ resulting in the net flow.

Fig. 6. Trajectories of a positive ion starting to cross the pore close to th~a!
narrow and~b! the wide opening of the pore, calculated from Eq.~8! with
the same parameters as Fig. 4. The horizontal line atz512mm marks the
wide exit from the pore.
571 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2004
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predicts the qualitative behavior of the system for a w
range of parameters. The most important quality is the e
tence of the asymmetric profile of the potential, which in tu
determines the behavior of the system.

The attentive reader may notice at this point that the
jectories shown in Fig. 6 oscillate near the wide exit/entran
of the pore, whereas the trajectories calculated in Ref. 40
not. This difference is in part the result of different tim
scales and is due in part to much higher friction and init
velocities in the present calculations.~If the trajectories from
Fig. 6 were sufficiently stretched to show the first passa
when the ions traveled the whole length of the pore for
first time the oscillations would not be visible.!

Next we discuss how the physical properties of the el
trolyte constrained in a narrow channel are different from
bulk solution. We begin with the screening lengthLD

51/l, which in the bulk is of the order of 1 nm. Experimen
tal data show that the pore is cation-selective, that is, at l
in the narrow part of the pore, the anions are depleted. At
very tip there are probably no mobile anions~in our case
Cl2) due to the strong repulsion from negative charges
the pore walls. There is just no place for them, which impl
that there is no screening.

There is no direct way to determine the value of the fr
tion coefficient inside the pore. The relation between
electric field induced by charges inside the pore and the
plied oscillating electric field is not well understood. Th
amplitudeA of the oscillating applied potential difference
known. The densityr of the charges on the pore walls
about one elementary charge per square nanometer, w
gives us a basis for determining the internal field. Howev
A is measured with respect to some arbitrary reference
tentialV0 ~we measure the potential difference!, whereas the
potential resulting from the charger can be calculated with
respect to another zero-potential corresponding to z
charge. Measurements of the value ofV0 at zero charge are
not straightforward. The mass of an ion in a solution is n
well defined either. In an electrolytic solution, the ions a
hydrated~that is, they move together with a few water mo
ecules; how many, we do not really know!, which increases
the mass to as much as 100m.

All these considerations and uncertainties point out t
the design of synthetic systems with known geometry a
chemical structure can be helpful for understanding phen
ena occurring on a nanometer scale. It is important to bu
theoretical models with physical parameters, which sub
quently can be found by fitting the experimental data.

Problem 3:Write a program that calculates the potent
V(z) and forceF(z), and solves Eq.~8!. Find the ion’s tra-
jectories for different sets of parameters.

Project 1:Find expressions for the potentialV(z,r ) inside
the entire cone, not only along the cone axis@see Eq.~7!#.
~To avoid infinities, remember that ions are not point-lik
but have finite diameters!. Next, write an equation for the
three-dimensional motion of an ion and solve it numerica

VI. DESCRIPTION OF ION TRANSPORT BY
SMOLUCHOWSKI EQUATION

The simple single-ion-motion model presented in Sec
explains the qualitative behavior of asymmetric nanopor
However, it is not suited for calculating the ion curren
which is the main observable of the properties of the nan
ore. We note that a ion current of 1 nA corresponds to;109
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ions passing the pore in 1 s. One disadvantage of the sin
ion approach is the difficulty of introducing interactions
the ion with other ions in the solution and with water—
friction is the only parameter describing these effects. Mo
over, this model does not take into account either ther
fluctuations or fluctuations due to the small size of the po
which significantly influence the ionic movement. The flu
tuations could be introduced by adding the noise compon
directly into Eq.~8!, but the resulting stochastic differentia
equation is very difficult to solve numerically. One way
overcome these difficulties incorporates a hydrodynamic
proach through the generalized diffusion~electro-diffusion,
Smoluchowski! equation:51

]c~z,t !

]t
52

]

]z
J~z,t !, ~9!

J~z,t !52D
]c~z,t !

]z
1mF tot~z!c~z,t !, ~10a!

F tot52
]Vtot~z!

]z
, ~10b!

Vtot5W~z!1V~z!, ~10c!

wherem is the ion mobility,D is the diffusion constant,c is
the concentration,J(z,t) is the flow ~current density! of the
ions, andW(z) is the external electric potential.

The following simplifications can be applied in our cas
In the stationary state,c and J do not depend on time~re-
member that the external field changes adiabatically!. In ad-
dition, by mass~charge! conservation, in one-dimensionJ
does not depend onz. Equation~10! then becomes a simpl
nonuniform first-order ordinary differential equation. If w
assume that the internal potential outside the pore is equ
zero, and solve Eq.~10! for z5L with the initial condition at
z50, we obtain:

J5D
c0ebW~0!2cLebW~L !

*0
Ldzeb@W~z!1V~z!#

, ~11!

whereb5m/D. If we substituteV(z) from Eq. ~7!, and let
W(z)5Uz/L with U the external voltage, it is easy to calc
late the current densityJ, and therefore the currentI together
with the net current̂I &. A comparison of the measuredI and
the value calculated from Eq.~11! is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Dependence ofI on the voltageV, both measured~dashed line! and
calculated from Eq.~11! ~full line! for equal concentrations on both sides
the pore (c05cL). The parametersD, U, andb were fitted to experimenta
data; the intrinsic parameters are the same as in Figs. 4~b! and 6. These
results show the rectifying properties of the nanopore.
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Figure 8 shows the net current^I & determined from the
experimental data@Fig. 3~b!# by averaging the current ove
the period of the ac signal, together with the fit obtained
Eq. ~11!. These results show that it is possible to fit t
parameters of the model only to some of the experime
data. The model reproduces very well the experiments
symmetric electrolyte conditions. However, if we use t
same parameters for the system with a concentration gr
ent, we obtain an incorrect prediction for the current~dashed
line and diamonds in Fig. 8!. On the other hand, it is possibl
to find another set of parameters that reproduce well the
for asymmetric electrolyte conditions, but that work bad
for c05cL50.1 M. However, Eq.~11! incorrectly repro-
duces the dependence of the rectification and pumping e
on the diameter of the narrow aperture. These results im
that we should be careful with conclusions drawn from si
plified models.

Problem 5:Discuss how the assumption of the adiaba
character of the ion current changes when the conical po
described by the three-dimensional model. How will Eq.~11!
change?

Problem 6:Write a program to solve Eq.~11! and calcu-
late the current–voltage characteristic together with the
current^I & for c0ÞcL .

Problem 7:Consider the caseV(z)50. Calculate analyti-
cally the ion current from Eq.~11! for c0ÞcL , U50, and
c05cL , UÞ0. Compare the results with Fick’s and Ohm
laws.

The use of one-dimensional models, both in Sec. V~cf.
Project 1!, and especially in the diffusion approach, requir
some justification. The one-dimensional~1D! description in
restricted geometries can be understood as a th
dimensional~3D! geometry averaged over directions perpe
dicular to the pore’sz axis. Such an average is legitima
only under several additional conditions that are too spec
to be discussed here~see, for example, Refs. 51–53!. More
important, however, is to point out the price of such a 1
projection. The reduction of a three-dimensional to a o
dimensional model leads to the interpretation of physical
rameters as effective ones. For example, the Debye scree
length in a 0.1 M 1:1 electrolytic solution is about 1 nm. T
average of the real, 3D screened internal electrostatic po

Fig. 8. Comparison of experimental data for the net current through a si
conical pore for equal~circles! and unequal~diamonds! concentrations on
both sides of the membrane, using Eq.~11!. The following parameters were
used: Deff52.5, Aeff535, beff57, reff50.1, which for A50.8 V and I
50.5 nA ~symmetric electrolyte conditions! correspond to the physica
quantities:D543109 nm2/s (Dbulk523109 nm2/s), b5306 V21, r55.2
31024 V/nm.
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tial V(z,r ;l) ~from Project 1 in Sec. V! results in the effec-
tive potentialVeff(z;leff) with the effective screening lengt
1/leff . Both analytical~very rough! estimates, and numerica
~very lengthy! computations imply that the effective scree
ing length is at least two orders of magnitude larger than
screening length in three dimensions~this is one of the rea-
sons why here and in Ref. 40 we usedLD@1 nm). The same
problems appear on an even greater scale in the descri
of transport through biological channels, that is, nanopo
built of proteins that are even narrower and shorter th
those considered here. Interested readers will find dis
sions in Refs. 52 and 53.

Project 2: Use the potentialV(z,r ;l) from Project 1 to
estimate analytically and numerically the effective screen
length. Hint: averageV(z,r ;l) over r, both directly and us-
ing the procedure given in Ref. 51, and compare the res
with Veff(z;leff) calculated from Eq.~7!. To simplify the task,
you may use a two-dimensional description instead o
three-dimensional one~especially in numerical computa
tions!, a cylindrical (r 05r L) instead of a conical geometry
and a much shorter pore~a length of about 50 nm will suf-
fice!. In analytical estimations, look for the greatest con
butions to the relevant integrals@the smallerR(z,z8,r ) is in
analogs of Eq.~7!, the greater the integral#.

The reasons for the unsatisfactory results of the gene
ized diffusion model lie not only in the several approxim
tions that we have above. The main question is whether
type of model is applicable to nanometer-sized pores. Di
sional ~hydrodynamic! descriptions involve quantities suc
as the diffusion coefficient, concentration, and current, t
is, average~macroscopic! quantities usually associated wit
many particles. On the other hand, the narrow part of
pore—a few nanometers in diameter—is of the order o
few ion diameters~the K1 diameter in a crystal is about 0.2
nm, that of a hydrated K1 is about 0.7 nm!. It is known that
in very narrow channels with charged walls the ions move
single file ~cf. Refs. 19 and 54!. This motion makes the ap
plication of a continuous description questionable.

A correct three-dimensional theory, taking into account
much geometrical and electrostatic details as possible,
gether with further measurements in narrow pores of vari
geometries and various distributions of internal fields,
needed to settle this intriguing problem. We are curren
working on these issues both experimentally and theor
cally. Further studies should also answer the question if
how the pore differentiates between various cations. Syst
atic studies with monovalent cations from lithium to cesiu
as well as polyvalent cations will give us information on t
influence of the internal pore potential on the cation’s mo
ment. We will also check if the potential of the pore chang
when various cations pass through the pore.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the track etching technique for st
turing materials on the nanometer scale. The preparatio
single asymmetric nanopores in polymer foils was descri
together with the methods to study their transport propert
We demonstrated that when the dimensions of the pore
on the order of nanometers, the pore changes its trans
characteristics. A conically shaped, charged nanopore is
ion selective and acts as a diode with a preferential direc
for the cation flow from the narrow entrance toward the w
573 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2004
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opening of the pore. Moreover, the asymmetric nanop
transports ions against their concentration gradient whe
fluctuating electric force is applied across the membrane.
intuitive qualitative model of the ionic rectification an
pumping was based on the ratchet mechanism with a flu
ating force. We also discussed the applicability of the Smo
chowski equation to the quantitative description of ion tra
port through nanopores.

The suggested calculations and numerical simulations~the
tasks marked as projects are more challenging! will help
physics students understand phenomena occurring o
nanoscale.
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